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ABSTRACT 
Using old results on the explicit calculation of determinants, formulae are given for 
the coefficients of PC,(z) and P,,(z)A(z) - P,(z), where P,(z) are polynomials of 
degree a-p, (i=O,l,..., n), P,,(z)f;(z)-P,(z) are power series in which the terms 
with ;‘, O<k<o, vanish (i=1,2 ,..., n), (p,), p ,,..., p,,) is an (n + 1)-tuple of 
nonnegative integers, u = p. + p I + . . + p,, and ( f; } :‘= I is the set of hypergeomet- 
ric functions {,F,(l;c,;~)}:‘=~ (c,EB\N, c,-c,eZ) or {3F,,(a,,l;z)}:‘=, (N, 
@h\tW,a,-~~eZ)undertheconditionp,,>p,-l(i=1,2 ,..., n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an (n +1)-tuple (po,pI,..., p, ) of nonnegative integers, put 
a:=po+pl+ ... +p,,andlet (f;}:=l b e an n-tuple of formal power series 
over a=: 
A(z)= ii: Cpzk, cpzo (i=1,2 ,..., fz). (1) 
k=O 
The approximation problem is formulated as follows: Find polynomials 
P,(x)=p,(P”,Pl,...,P”;2.) (i=O,l,...,n) (2a> 
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degP,(z)Ga-pi (i=O,l,...,r& (2b) 
ord{Po(Z)i(Z)-Pi(Z)} >0+1 (i=1,2 )..., n). (24 
The polynomials { P,(z)} YE0 can be viewed as the set of “German polynomi- 
als” or “System II polynomials” for the functions 1, fi, fi, . . . , f, (cf. [$I). This 
is one of the two types of generalizations of what is (nowadays) known as the 
ordinary Pad& table (n = 1, cf. [lo]) already introduced in [S] and [6]. The 
form (2) of the problem seems to have been given in [9] first, and later 
independently in [l] and [7]. For a short history of this type of algebraic 
approximation of functions (Pi/P0 can be viewed as simultaneous rational 
interpolants in a triangular array of points with maximal confluence: all points 
are situated at the origin) the reader is referred to [2]. 
There do exist sets of functions for which the solution of (2) is unique after 
normalization with PO( pO, p l,. . . , p,; 0) = 1, but explicit formulae are known in 
a few cases only, while the matter of convergence of the Pi/P, to the 
functions f; being decided upon in the affirmative is quite exceptional (cf. 
PI>* 
Introducing the “building blocks” DC’): = D”‘( pO, pl,. . . , p,) by 
i 
cCi’ 
0 PI 
c(‘) 
o-p,-1 ... 
c(i) 
Pn-p,+l i 
c(i) c(i) c(‘) 
D(‘):= o-p,+1 o-p, ... p,,-p,+2 
(34 
c(I) 
0-l 
.(i) 
o-2 ... 
c(i) 
PO , 
to define the determinants D: = D(p,, ~1,. . . , P,? > by 
/ D’” ’ 
0’2’ 
D:=det . , 
it is a simple matter of linear algebra to prove 
(3b) 
LEMMA 1. Zf D#O for a certain choice of (pO,pLr...,p,,), then the 
solution of (2) is unique after the normalization P&,, pl,. . . , p,; 0) = 1 and 
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(i) 
%p,+l 
c(i) 
o-p,+2 
c(i) 
o-p,+1 
c’i’ 
a p,+2 
D(i) 
3 (4) 
otk 
: > 
In the next section explicit formulae for the coefficients in (4) (5) will be 
given for the functions mentioned in the Abstract; finally, in Section 3, the 
proofs will follow, using old results on the calculation of determinants due to 
J. G. van der Corput and H. J. A. Duparc. 
2. EXPLICIT FORMULAE 
In the sequel the customary Pochhammer symbol will be used: 
aEQ=: (a),:=l, (a),,:=a(a+l)...(a+n-1) (n~R4). (6) 
THEOREM 1. Let the n-tuple { 5 } := I be given by 
with ciEZ\N (l,<i<n). (7) 
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Under the conditions 
ci-cjeZ (l<i,j<n, i# j), pO>piP1 (lGi<n) 03) 
we have 
0 - PO 
~,(n):=~,(p,,p,,...,p,;n)= c U-4” 
k=O 
(94 
with 
and 
P,(z)fi(z) - Pi(z) = f d:%‘+k (l< j<n) (1W 
k=l 
with 
(k > 1). (lob) 
THEOREM 2. Let the n-tuple { f; }y= 1 be given by 
f;(Z)=z&(ai,l; z>= E (ai)kXk with a,Gh\N (ldi<n). 
k=O 
(11) 
Under the conditions 
ai - aj E Z (l< i, j < n, i + j), pO>f3-l (lqidn) (12) 
we have 
(J ~ PO 
po(u”):=p,(p,,pl,...,p,;Z)= c c&Z” 
k=O 
(134 
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and 
~,(z)j+-Pi(z)= f d:W+k (1djG) (144 
k=l 
with 
dli'=(aj)p,+k, ,fJl Ck +aieaj),, (k > 1). (14b) 
3. PROOFS 
To calculate the value of the determinants that appear in Lemma 1-i.e., 
D and D with one of its columns replaced by the new first column [these 
appear when (4), (5) are expanded using the first row]-we need two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Let the elements of the N x N determinant le,,,$l satisfy the 
following relations; 
er,7+1 =(yr-xs)er,, (l<r<N, l<s<N-I), (15) 
where x1, x2,. . . , x,~_ 1, yl, y2,. . . , yw are complex numhem. Then 
(16) 
Proof. See [3, p. 31. W 
LEMMA 3. Let le,, S; e,l, be the N X N determinant obtained by replacing 
the elements of the kth column with e,, e2,. . . , eh. respectively, where le,, FI 
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satisfies (15). Let a function g(n) be given that is analytic with the exception 
of a finite number of singularities zI, z2,. . . , z.,{ but that is regular at 
Yl,YZ>..., yN and moreover satisfies 
e, = er,ldYr) (l< r < N). 
Take q(z):=npl,(.z - y,), and let p(z) be the coefficient of x-l in the 
Laurent series for q(x)/{(x - z)FIt=,(x - x,)}. 
Then 
(17) 
where Sres denotes the sum of the residues at zl, .z2,. . . , x,%{ and at co. 
Proof. [4, p. 9991. 8 
Proof of Theorem 1. From (7) we see that the determinant (3b) can be 
written as D = le,,,l with e,,,T = l/(~~),_,,+,_,~ (1 < 1; < pi and r = CI;=\p, 
+ ri, 16 i d n, 1 d s d u - pO). Note that the Pochhammer symbol is well 
defined, as u - pi + q - s > 0 due to the condition (8) on ,q,. 
It is now possible to apply Lemma 2 with 
i 
i-l 
y,=q+a-pi+7;-1 l<l;<pi and r= c pp+ri, l<i<n 
p=o 
x,s = s (1 < s < @ -PO>, (18) 
after which a simple calculation leads to 
X n fi fi {(Cj-Cj)+(Pi-ri)-(Pi-rj)}. (19) 
l<i<j<n r,=l rl=l 
The condition (8) for the differences cj - ci implies D # 0: Lemma 1 can be 
applied. 
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Expand the determinant in (4) using the first row; then 
0 - PO 
P,(z)= c g( -n)k, 
k=O 
where D, is the determinant obtained from D by deleting the k th column 
and writing ((~r)~_~~+r . . . (c,), . . . (c,),-~,,+~ . . . (c,),)’ in front of 
the remaining columns. Thus, situating the new column as the kth, 
D, = ( - l)kpl/e,,s; e,(, = ( - I)kDS res( ‘(:(tf’) ) 
by Lemma 3 [only p(z) depends on k] if only a function g(z) satisfying 
e, = e,,,g(y,) can be found. 
While 
[1;, rasin(18)], 
the conditions on g are 
dy,)=$= (:,;,+rr-l = c,+u-;.+l-_l 
c* 0 P, + r I 1 1 
Thus the choice g(z) = l/x is obvious; moreover this choice is compatible 
with the regularity conditions, as Y, f 0 because ci G H \ N. From (17), 
(20) 
The remaining part of the proof is simple: q(x) = nF:,Po( x - y,), and the 
coefficient of x-l in the Laurent expansion of q(x)/{(x - z)rI,k=,(x - s)} is 
found to be 
0 - PO 0 - PO 
r;l tz-Y,) k ( -l)kPs 
ir (2-s) 
‘,:, (s-l)!(k-s)! s-2 * 
s=l 
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Now 
PkW -= 
zqb) 
and therefore the residue at cc is zero and only the residue at 0 contributes to 
dk: 
dk=(-l)k 
k (_ 1)k-s 
+rC1 (S-l)!(k-s)! 
leading to (9) when one inserts the values of y, from (18). 
The proof of (10) runs along the same lines as the calculation for D 
leading to (19); however, this time we use Lemma 2 with N = u - pa + 1, the 
same value for xS, and different values for yr: 
y,=Cj+a+k 
i-l 
yr = ci + u - pi + r, - 1 
i 
2<ridpi+landr= c pp+ri, l<idn 
p=o 
Then (16) leads to 
dp = _A_ . 1 PI (r. - l)! 
fI n (.’ n D (Cj)o+k i=l r,=l c* 0 p,+r, l<Fir<O-pfl+l 
(Yr - Y,>> 
leading to (10) after some simplification. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. To be able to apply Lemmas 2 and 3 it is necessary 
to write the columns of the determinants in opposite order: the first column 
becomes the last, the last becomes the first, etc. Then 
D = ( _ l):(a~P”)(u-P”+l),d~,s, 
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with 
i-l 
l,<l;,<p,andr= c pP+q, l<i,<n, l~s<o-p, . 
p=o i 
(21) 
Apply Lemma 2 with N = (I - pe, y, = Ui + no - pi + ri - 1 [ ri, r as in (21>], 
x, = - s (1 f s < u - Pa): 
x n fi fi ((uj-q)+(pi-q)-(pj-rj)}’ (22) 
l<i< j<n r,=l rj=l 
The conditions (12) on a, - a j, p0 ensure D # 0, and it is possible to apply 
Lemma 1: 
(7 - PO 
PO(z)= C g( - z)” 
k=O 
(i.e. 
where D, is obtained from D by deleting the kth column and placing the 
new column in front. Again we have to reverse the order of the columns; thus 
Dk can be found from Id,,,\ by replacing the (u - no + 1 - k)th column. We 
find 
Now use g(z) = ny:,P”(.z + s), 9(z) = nFlf”(z - y,), and Pk(z) as described 
in Lemma 3. Then 
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d, = (- l)“g = Res 
0 - PO 
= Res I-I (z+s) 
s=o-PO-k+2 
oppo-k+l 
( - l)O-p”+s 
+ ,Fl (s-l)!(a-po-k-s+l)! 
a-PO-k+1 
=o+ 
as 
kzs 
IJ - PO 1: 
(13) then follows at once. 
For the proof of (14)-this time we have a simple determinant again-re- 
arrangement of the determinant in (5) leads to 
d(j)= (_ ~)~(~-P”)(~~Po+l)ld~,,l 
k D 
with D as in (22) and dl,,=(Uj)p”+k+s_l (l<s<e-pe+l), d,,,= 
C”i)p,- p,+r,+s_2 (2 < T, 6 pi + 1 and r = C’p:lO~, + 7;, 1~ i < n; 1~ s < o - p. 
+ 1). A calculation as for (22) then leads to (14). n 
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